
Miss Kelly’s Soloists 

 

Thank you for choosing to take a solo with Miss Kelly.  Taking a solo means that you are willing to push beyond 

your abilities in a group setting and refine them.  In order to make the most out of your solo time, there are 

things that should be done by the teacher (me), and the student, (you, possibly with the help of your parent).  

Please read outlined below how we can make the most of your solo.  I have separated it into the items that 

will make for a successful year. 

 

First things to consider: 

1. Dance discipline choice – it must be the right fit for your dancer considering their level, ability, and 

work ethic.   

2. Music choice – it must be the right fit for the dance discipline, the age of the dancer, and the ability of 

the dancer. 

3. Costume choice – it must be the right fit for the dance discipline, the dance song, the age of the 

dancer, the body type of the dancer, and the ability of the dancer.   

 

Elements of strong dancers:  There is no way that we can get done in a half hour a week all of the technique 

and skills as well as choreography and cleanup for the dancer.  The dancer absolutely must be getting their 

technique from other places.  I have broken down the main things that judges wish to see in a solo routine, 

along with how a dancer can achieve the best results 

1. Technique – Judges want to see clean technique.  They want to see turnout, knees over toes, high 

releves, straight backs, shoulders down, long necks, control ect.  The most effective way to obtain this 

is a ballet class – Ballet is a must for any soloist that wishes to excel, regardless of what discipline of 

dance they are doing for a solo.   

2. Flexibility – Judges want to see that you are flexible.  A heel stretch is not enough.  They want to see 

your leg to your ear.  Splits are not enough, they want to see oversplits and a leap that is 180 degrees 

or more.  A scorpion is not enough – they want your leg to be straight behind your head.  The most 

effective way to obtain this element: practice at home, everyday.  Make an effort to everyday stretch 

and push your flexibility.  In order to make any progress, this must be done at least every other day.  In 

order to become a great dancer, you must do it everyday.  Even just 15 minutes a day.  

3. Leaps, turns, addl elements – Judges want to see strong elements in your dance such as leaps and 

turns.  It is true they would rather have you do a clean single turn than a sloppy double turn – but what 

they really want is a clean quadruple turn.  You can get these elements stronger by doing steps 1 and 2, 

as well as taking group and technique classes.  Dancers get more than they realize in group settings – 

they are able to take in multiple corrections at once even if they aren’t directed at them.  It gives them 

a chance to practice their foundational skills so they can work on harder things in their free time.  The 

class works on regular leaps, so you should be perfecting your regular leap in class and then working on 

your switch leap in your own time.  The class works on double turns – so you should have that 

perfected and work on your triple and quadruple turn.  

4. Acro -  Acro has become part of dance, whether we like it or not.  Acro does not always mean a back 

tuck – it can be as simple as a back roll.  But what judges really want to see?  Chin stands, flawless 

walkovers, back handsprings, aerials, freezes, etc.  You can be a good dancer without having acro in 



your dance.  But it’s just basic common sense: if two dancers each have a flawless routine, and each of 

them do equally well, but one of them has an aerial in it, who do you think the judges are going to 

score higher?  How can you achieve this?  Take an acro class outside of the studio.  There are many 

gymnastics places around that can help.  You cannot base it on the one time a month we do cartwheels 

down the mat in toning and flexibility.  You need to get an outside professional to help with the acro. 

5. Energy, facials, ect – Judges want to see energy, facials, and passion behind the dancing.  How do you 

achieve this?  There are so many things that go into this, it would be impossible to list them all.  But the 

bottom line is you have to be WILLING to do it.  You have to practice it in class.  Look at some dancers 

who you think have passion behind their dancing, and copy what they do.   

6. Miscellaneous – There are still many other things that go into making a successful dancer.  You should 

arrive 5-10 minutes early at least for your solo so that you can stretch before you even enter the 

classroom.  Take any homework or critiques home with you and complete or fix them by the time you 

have your next class.  Drink plenty of water all of the time, not just at dance.  If you are able, make sure 

to get your chores/homework done before you get to the class, so you aren’t spending your class time 

worried about things you need to do at home.   

 

In summary, your checklist for having a highly successful routine after the dance style, music, and costume are 

picked, are to take a ballet class, take a technique/flexibility class, take an acro class, take as many regionals 

classes are you are able to (based on schedule and budget of course), work on flexibility at home every day, 

and be willing to go out and put your emotions on the stage. 

 

Now that I have laid out for you what I believe you need in order to have the most success, I also want to point 

out that I know not all dancers have the same goals, commitment, or passion.  And that is ok.  However I do 

need to know what your commitment level is so that I know how to properly push you as a dancer.  Please 

read the following carefully and write down by next week all your answers for me to have.  Please understand 

that there is NO WRONG ANSWER.  This isn’t a trick question, or a test.  There is no answer I expect for you to 

give to me, other than the truth.  Make sure you read each of the requirements for each level.   

 

Level 1: Minimally motivated.  The goal is to learn the dance, and make sure it is memorized when the dancer 

takes the stage for competition.  The dancer/parent are not concerned whatsoever with the score or 

adjudication they receive.  They are not looking to place overall or win any other special awards.  The dancer is 

not looking to improve their dance technique, but instead this experience is purely for fun and enjoyment.  At 

this level, minimal critiques are given and there are no consequences when critiques are not taken.  There is 

no homework, and no ballet or acro classes are required to be taken.   

 

Level 2: Some motivation.  The dancer’s goal is to have some improvement in their technique, but are not 

concerned with their adjudication, overalls, or any special awards.  The dancer is only looking to improve each 

time they compete their dance.  The dancer will receive a small amount of critiques weekly from the 

instructor, but no homework.  However the dancer is expected to implement the critique by the next time 

they have their solo.  No ballet or acro classes are required to be taken. 

 



Level 3: Fairly motivated.  The dancer’s goal is to score well at competition, and improve each time they 

compete.  Dancer will receive easy paced homework and critiques weekly, and they will be expected to 

implement the critique by the next dance class, however they will not be required to show proof of homework 

completed.  Dancer is required to take a ballet class.  Ballet class can be Regionals Ballet, Adult Ballet (if 

eligible) the free ballet class on Saturdays from 9-10:30am, or ballet taken at another institution.   

 

Level 4: Highly motivated.  Dancer wants to be pushed and would like to the get the highest adjudication and 

receive overalls, but recognizes that since they are not getting intense homework and critiques, they may not 

get the highest award.  Dancer will receive intermediate paced homework and critiques weekly.  Dancer will 

be expected to implement the critique by the next dance class, and show proof of homework completed 

(either by video or showing learned skills to the teacher the following week).  Dancer is required to take a 

ballet class.  Ballet class can be Regionals Ballet, Adult Ballet (if eligible) the free ballet class on Saturdays from 

9-10:30am, or ballet taken at another institution.  Dancer is not required, but encouraged, to take an acro 

class. 

 

Level 5: Highest motivation.  Dancer wants to push to get the highest adjudication score and receive overalls 

and judges choice awards.  Dance will receive intense homework and critiques weekly, and be expected to 

show proof of homework completed (either by video or showing learned skills to the teacher the following 

week).  Dancer is required to take a ballet class.  Ballet class can be Regionals Ballet, Adult Ballet (if eligible) 

the free ballet class on Saturdays from 9-10:30am, or ballet taken at another institution.  Dancer is required to 

take an acro class (it will have to be at another institution as we do not offer a specific acro class here).   

 

Please note that you cannot mix and match here.  You can’t say that you want to be “highly motivated” and 

pushed at that level, but not take a ballet class.  At that point I can push you all I want but if you aren’t getting 

weekly ballet training, you aren’t going to score as good as you want to.  Hopefully this makes sense.  I want us 

all to be on the same page with what we are expecting out of each other.  As I said, there is no right or wrong 

answer, only the truth is what I am looking for.   

 

Dancer’s Name: _____________________________________________ 

 

Level I want to be pushed at: ___________________________________ 

 

Signature: __________________________________________ 

 

Notes for Miss Kelly:  


